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Council OKs 90 percent
increase in sewer rates
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a case to the board that demonstrated its
seriousness about the problem, and that
s ta ff W riter
reasonable progress was being made on an
adequate wastewater facility.”
Sewer rates are going up.
On Feb. 16, the council approved an
The San Luis Obispo City Council voted
3-2 in favor of a resolution Tuesday night engineering contract for the implementa
that authorizes a 90 percent increase in tion of the Wastewater Management Plan.
wastewater rates. The increase will be ef The council also directed staff to bring
back a wastewater rate increase proposal
fective May 1.
San Luis Obispo is under a “ cease and to fund the contract.
The initial recommendation given Tues
desist order” from the California Regional
Water Quality Control Board after finding day by staff members to the council called
that federal and state wastewater for a “ pay-as-you-go” plan. The plan in
discharge standards were not met as they volved an increase of 140 percent or $6.30
per month for single-family homes. This
applied to San Luis creek.
According to Administrative Officer rate would generate approximately $1.5
John Dunn, San Luis Obispo had been million between May 1988 and May 1989,
subject to a heavy fine from the control which would cover the cost of the
board. This fine, however, was temporari engineering contract and begin to acSee SEWER, page 4
ly suspended because the city “ presented
By Karen N. Smyth

Dean of students appointed
First black woman assigned to position at Poly

Í-7

By Terry Lightfoot
s ta ff W riter

Jackson wins in mock vote

So much for conservatism
By Megan Owings

between our last election and this one.
Last time (in winter quarter) Bush won.
mock election held by the College Ninety-five voted for the Democrats,
Republicans received surprising while 133 voted for Republicans.”
In the final tally, George Bush receiv
results last week — Jesse
ed 41 votes and Pat Robertson, three.
Jackson won.
Perhaps the result did not surprise For the Democrats, Jesse Jackson
campus Jackson supporters, but it did received 46 votes, Mike Dukakis received
shock the College Republicans.
35 and Paul Simon, two.
“ It was an interesting turnout,” said
Fewer people voted at Thursday’s
Scott Baty, treasurer for the club. mock election than at the one held during
“ There was a total turnaround in results
See ELECTION, page 6
s ta ff W riter

A

For the first time in Cal Poly history, a
black woman has been named as the dean
of Student Affairs.
Hazel Scott was appointed by Cal Poly
President Warren Baker to the post that
has been filled on an interim basis by Lor
raine Howard. Howard has held the posi
tion since the resignation of former dean
Russell Brown in March 1987.
Scott served as assistant vice president
of Student Academic Affairs at Oklahoma
State University for almost five years.
Altogether, she has nine years of experi
ence in student affairs.
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Malcolm Wilson said, “ Naming Scott to
the position is a big step forward for Cal
Poly.” He said Scott was highly recom
mended by a selection committee, which
was formed in October 1987 to conduct
the search for a new dean. Scott was

Hazel Scott

See DEAN, page 6

cology
Awareness
~7

Week

The following articles will run in the space below
throughout the week to promote ecology awareness;
Offshore oil - by Penny Rt^jpa, city council member
Ocean dunes - by Ken Wiley, preserve manager
Central Coast Harbor project - by Elizabeth
Scott-Graham, attorney
Yosemite's Hetch Hetchy Reservoir - by David
Brower, founder Earth Island Institute
Recycling - by Justin Polley, ECOSLO director

Drainage of Hetch Hetchy reservoir viable
By David Brower
Although Interior Secretary
Donald Hodel was not the first
to propose tearing down the
O’Shaughnessy Dam, the sug
g e stio n cam e from higher
authority than ever before. We
can indeed take the dam down in
our time, and we can rediscover
what we have lost. The spec
tacular natural forces of renewal
can begin centuries before they
would have if we had to wait for
the reservoir to fill with sediment
and the Tuolumne River to start
wearing away the top of the dam,

eventually bringing the whole
damn thing down.
The Hodel proposal produced
the expected panic in San Fran
cisco. Alarmists (and 1 can tell
one when I see one) warned that
the alternative to Hetch Hetchy
would be the proposed and
despised Auburn Dam and
Peripheral Canal and other ad
justments, the cost of which
would probably total $6 billion.
Mayor Dianne Feinstein said the
whole idea should be “ shredded.”
The mayor understandably did
not want San Francisco to lose
the $30 million a year from the
sale of Hetch Hetchy Project
hydroelectricity.

Secretary Hodel, perhaps a bit
stunned by San Francisco’s
abuse, replied that all he wanted
to do was study the proposal. We
all know how long studies can
take, and I would suggest that it
is important to get on with the
restoration o f Hetch Hetchy
Valley right away, so that Secre
tary Hodel and the Reagan Ad
ministration can take credit for a
major environmental achieve
ment. They need it.
So let’s do a cost-benefit anal
ysis of the restoration ourselves,
right here.
How do we go about it?

First, we have to take the dam
down, and we have no experience

with dam disassembly. We do
know that nature can take down
the Teton dam or the San Francisquito dam, for example, and
send no bill at all (although the
downstream consequences can be
quite costly). I would suggest
that we turn it over to the
freeway builders. They make a
practice of moving, or rather
removing, mountains whenever
the mountains are in the way of
automobiles. A concrete moun
tain should present no in
superable obstacles. Failing that,
try th e A r m y C o r p s
of
Engineers; charge the cost to the
Department of Defense.
Second, where will San Fran-

Schedule of e\enis

C o n c e rt/S p e a k e r,
Dexter
Lawn, 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Environmental education day
and Eco-concert with Justin
Laney and Russ Autrey
7-9 p.m.
David Brower
Auditorium

in

Chumash

Sponsored by Students
Social Responsibility

for

cisco get substitute water? The
fact is, the city will not need any.
The city has 5(X),0(X) acre-feet of
water storage space downstream
at the Don Pedro reservoir that
it does not use even, though it’s
all paid for. This is half again as
much as is now stored in Hetch
Hetchy Valley. More water will
be available because it would not
be wasted through evaporation
from a reservoir that no longer
exists. True, added evaporation
will occur at Don Pedro, but
there will still be a net gain in
Sec BROWER, page 6
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BETWEEN THE LINES
• “ What Meese does is he hurts the party. He gives people
the opportunity to say Republicans are all thieves.”
While House aide on Attorney General Ed Meese.
• “ Sometimes at Cal Poly you do feel out of place if you are
not white. 1can’t kid myself.”
Cal Poly graduate Mario Caballero, honorary member o f the
school’s Hispanic social club, NAK.
• “ Brother Swaggarl, your hypocrisy is scornful of the gov
ernment of God!”
Louisiana teen-ager, heckling fallen evangelist Jimmy
Swaggart during an Easter service.
• “ This whole course of conduct ... was not just offensive, it
was grossly offensive.”
Prosecutor Paul Eckstein on the successful impeachment o f
Arizona Gov. Evan Mecham.
• “ It just so happens the product we deliver is the one that
threatens most people’s lives, 1 guess. Because we’re in that
business there’s an automatic perception that we don’t care
and I think that’s ludicrous.”
San Luis Obispo architect Rob Rossi, who has met opposition
in his attempt to develop Santa Margarita Ranch.
• “ I’m a writer, not a book collector. 1 use them for various
projects that I’m researching. When I travel 1 visit writer’s
graves and that type of thing, and I visit bookstores.”
Oscar nominee Jerry Hasford, whom police believe has stolen
hundreds o f books, including some from Kennedy Library.

he multitudes headed for the top the moun
tain, having traveled near and far to reach this
holy destination. On the long, tiring, way up, we
were aware of the early hour from the chill in our
bones, but we treaded on in the moonlight. We
would stop moving, pausing to take a breath. Tur
ning around we were overcome with awe as we
viewed the fog-enshrouded valley that lie sleeping
beneath our path.
Just as we reached the top, the sun’s rays began
to glow above the horizon, illuminating the sky and
hills. The day was awakening and a new spring was
here, illustrating life’s newness and promise.
This morning was particularly special for the
hundreds who gathered atop Madonna Mountain
to celebrate Easter Sunday in a sunrise service.
We gathered to hear the promise of new life
through old, of hope and faith. We were from dif
ferent backgrounds, different regions and different
church denominations, yet there we stood together.
On the same day across the Atlantic, the Israelis
and Palestinians were facing each other in a bloody
confrontation, battling on the very ground on
which Christ taught the multitudes peace and love
almost 2,000 years ago. Israeli troops killed six
Palestinians in the worst tragedy since the current
uprising began over four months ago. The Holy
Land was full of hate and death, not hope and life.
Hate not only manifested itself overseas, but
also in our own backyard. On Good Friday, Los
Angeles streets were the scene of perhaps one of
the city’s worst gang-related shootings. A 20year-old woman was killed and 12 others wounded,
including a 4-year-old boy.
Also on my mind were those who direct others in
God’s plan with fire and brimstone messages.
Brother Jimmy Swaggart was back after disap
pointing his large following a few weeks ago, when
he confessed with a quivering chin and tear-stained
face that he had sinned against God and his
brethren.
ot only did Swaggart lead the pack in denoun
cing Jim Bakker’s sinful acts with his secre
tary (remember that virgin who recently appeared
in Playboy?), but he too got his hand caught in the
cookie jar. He was shown on film with a lady of the
evening, but unfortunately for him it was in the
afternoon.
This Easter was a landmark day for me because
it was the first time I spent a holiday away from
my family. Anticipating self-pity, I thought the
trek up the mountain would do me a lot of good —
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if I wasn’t going to have a traditional Easter, at
least it would be something new.
When we began our climb I was not thinking
about the tumultuous world around me, for I was
absorbed by a feeling of humility and wonder at
the world below me. The weariness I felt at 5 a.m.
soon was replaced with a charge felt by all who
made the pilgrimage to the cross atop the peak.
To many that cross represented Christ’s sacrifice
and resurrection, to others it symbolized a new
beginning. Some even saw it as the place where
they would be rewarded with steaming hot coffee
and pastries.
Whatever the reason, there was a unity among
us rarely seen — senior citizens, college students,
children, parents and couples. I was passed by
older couples walking briskly. Families were in
terspersed with college students, a rare experience
for those from Cal Poly.
eople were talking and laughing with both old
acquaintances and new. A 7-year-old boy nam
ed Christopher blazed past everyone, not able to
make his young legs go fast enough. I don’t know
if his family lost him or if they trusted others with
him (probably not; they were from L.A.), but
Christopher had left them far behind. In his in
nocence he talked to everyone, but wouldn’t pause
to see the view because he was “ goin* up to the
cross!”
Easter Sunday taught us that out of suffering
comes hope. That was vividly demonstrated on
that spring day. A day I thought I’d try to forget
turned out to be one I will always remember.

P

Marianne Biasotti, a journalism Junior, is in her se
cond quarter as a Mustang Daily reporter.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Ethical acts not
too much to ask

* 1

every

CONFlOEtCE IH tAY FWENO, EO tAEESE/' SAID PRESiDEtfT REAftWl. AfiAlN.

BLOOM CO U NTY

by Berke Breathed

Editor — Your editorial sup
porting Ed Meese (April 1) and
the accom panying cartoon
blasphemously comparing Meese
to the crucified Christ show utter
misunderstanding of the de
mands for Meese’s resignation.
Moral standards in govern
ment have sunk so low in
Reagan’s Administration that
even when o ffic ials have
repeatedly been involved in
ethically dubious operation, the
fact that they have avoided in
dictment or conviction is taken
to be a resounding mandate for
them to remain in office.
It is true that officeholders,
like everyone else, must be
presumed innocent until proven
guilty; but that is not enough for
the holders of public trust, and
particularly for the highest lawenforcement official in the land.
Shouldn’t such a person be ex
pected to exercise the most
scrupulous ethics, so as to set an

example for the rest us? Reagan
has twice been elected by
mouthing moralistic pieties, but
his administration has been a
throwback to the 19th-century
spoils system . Meese and
countless other officials have us
ed public office to favor their
personal associates and to
feather their own nest. Even dur
ing his confirmation, Meese was
tainted by a record of marginally
legal influence peddling. Nor
have Meese’s critics been limited
to partisan opponents and media;
many
conscientious
conser
vatives are disgusted with him
and the whole parade of sleaze in
the Reagan Administration.
Reagan has asked us all to
tighten our belts and has sent
Americans off to die in foreign
c o u n trie s, while his own
associates have been getting rich
at public expense. If WE have to
suffer from cuts in education,
aren’t we at least entitled to de
mand that high officials keep
their hand out of the public till
and avoid any HINT of conflict
of interest?
DONALD LAZERE
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60 students protest alleged
racism against black woman

Woman Democrat takes reins
of the Arizona governorship

China says arms sales geared
toward Middle East stability

BERKELEY (AP) — University of California stu
dents occupied the campus housing office Wednesday to
protest alleged acts of racism at the university.
“ The goal is take a stand against racism and, more
specifically, against racism at UC-Berkeley,” said
Michael Stoll, who led fellow black students in the sit-in.
The African Students Association, which coordinated
the protest, estimated that 60 students participated in
the action. However, a university spokesman placed the
number at about 20.
“ As long as it doesn’t disrupt the operations of the
housing oMce, the university doesn’t plan to prevent
them from staying there,’’ said Ray Colvig, a university
spokesman.
Stoll said the protest was sparked by an alleged racial
incident three weeks ago in which a black woman stu
dent’s bicycle was stolen from her campus residence,
damaged and then hung from her shower.
He said the woman had been racially harrassed since
last fall.

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — Rose Mofford, a Democrat
known as “ Auntie Rose’’ throughout the government of
Arizona, was sworn in Tuesday to replace Evan Mecham
following his conviction and removal by a Senate im
peachment court.
She ordered Mecham’s personal staff of about 20 off
the payroll as of April 15, withdrew the names of 45
Mecham appointees from Senate consideration and said
she would review agency chiefs to see who would stay.
“ I am relieved to have the ‘acting’ qualifier removed
from in front of the title of this office, and I am moving
forward with enthusiasm,’’ Mrs. Mofford, who became
Arizona’s 18th governor and its first woman chief exec
utive, told an afternoon news conference.
Mrs. Mofford, 65, canceled all appearances Tuesday
except her news conference and allowed only a pool tele
vision^ camera to her swearing-in ceremony, o one else
was permitted at the ceremony because Mrs. Mofford “ is
desirous of not rubbing salt in the wounds,’’ Press Sec
retary Athia Hardt said.

BEIJING (AP) — In a rare news conference. Foreign
Minister Wu Xueqian Wednesday defended China’s
growing arms sales abroad as responsible and said strict
measures have been taken to keep Chinese missiles from
Iran.
Wu also disclosed that Saudi Arabia, which recently
bought intermediate-range missiles from China, prom
ised they would not be used in a first strike nor
transfered to any other country.
“ Therefore the (sale) on the part of China is conducive
to stability of the situation in ... the Middle East,” Wu
told reporters in Beijing’s huge Great Hall of the People.
The missiles have a range of more than 1,000 miles and
are capable of carrying nuclear warheads.
China has stepped up its foreign weapons sales in re
cent years in an effort to earn hard currency and help fi
nance its own weapons development program. Western
observers estimate China sells about $2 billion worth of
weapons abroad each year, putting it among the top five
arms exporters worldwide.

Changes in tax laws could affect many students
Scholarships now taxable
if not needed for tuition
By Herod Lowery
s ta ff W riter

It’s been said death and taxes
are life’s two inevitables, and
while death can occur anytime,
taxes always occur at the same
time — April 15.
Congress passed a substantial
tax reform bill in October 1986,
claiming to end the loopholes
that supposedly allowed wealthy
taxpayers to escape paying
taxes and to remove the poor
(people with income of less than
$10,000) from the tax rolls.

College students, long out of
favor with the Reagan Ad
ministration, have been hit with
a double whammy under the tax
reform bill.
Previously, financial aid in the
form of grants and scholarships
was not considered taxable in
come, and the interest paid on
Guaranteed Student Loans was
tax deductible, just like all con
sumer interest. Under the new
law, scholarships and grants not
used for tuition expenses are now
taxable income. And only 65
percent of the interest on a stu

dent loan is deductible, again
following the pattern of other
consumer interest.
Even this interest deduction
will disappear in the next few
years, and eventually the only
interest deductible from income
will be home mortgage interest
— a deduction available to few
Cal Poly students.
For full-time students younger
than 19, or those older than 19
but still claimed as dependents
on their parents’ tax return, the
new tax bill doesn’t have much
effect. The parents get a $1,900
exemption, deducted from in
come before taxes, for each child
under 19, or for full-time college

students who receive all or a
substantial part of their income
from their parents.
Of course, this parental ex
emption does not free a student
from filing a tax form for any in
come received.
Single students who work and
have taxes deducted from their
paycheck generally can file Form
1040EZ, a simple, one-page form
that does not allow for deduc
tions except for a $25 charitable
donation.
Students claimed as depen
dents on their parents’ tax return
are allowed to make up to $2,540
without paying federal income
taxes, while independent stu

dents have a ceiling of $4,400 be
fore taxes are due. In either case,
if a student does not have income
above their respective limits, he
can file for a refund of all income
taxes already paid.
State taxes are paid with a
similar form. If the student is a
renter there is a state renter’s
credit of $60 for single students,
$130 for married ones. This
renters credit is available even if
the student had no income or
earned money but paid no taxes,
in which case the renter’s credit
will be a straight refund check.
Married students face an dif
ferent situation — the couple
must file a joint return.

Cal Poly students Tammy Broun and Andy Smith
on Hobee's
"Hobee's is nutritionally concious,
including the salad bar (and
Spinach Dill dressing.) Good
(quality meals! Blueberry coffeeccakel
TVelve hour quesadillas!"
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212 Madonna Road, San Luis Obispo
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The Birthstone for April is Diamond, and to
celebrate, All That Glitters is offering their
spectacular array of unset diamonds at very
special savings. Your loose stone can then
be set by our experts In one of many beauti
ful mountings or In the ultimate expression
of you, an original custom design.
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and g o o d yogurt!
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(d o w n to w n b y th e c re e k )
M on-Sat. 11 a m -1 0 p m
Sun. n o o n -6 p m

544-9007

cumulate additional funds for
construction or long-term debt
financing.
Under the adopted resolution,
the single-family rate will be in
creased by $4 per month. Accor
ding to the staff’s report to the
council, this 90 percent rate in
crease will require another rate
increase of about 70 percent in
July 1989. Had the 140 percent
rate increase alternative been
adopted, it would have required
an increase of 34 percent, depen
ding on the final project recom
mended.
Although the proposed rate in
crease may seem dramatic, the
staff demonstrated that actual
monthly rates will still be com

tion, Councilmember Allen Settle
referred to the rate increase as
“ not merely a slap, but a
wallop.’’ Settle also voiced con
cern about whether, even with
the wastewater plan, the city
could meet the standards of the
water control board. Other councilmembers, including Penny
Rappa and Peg Pinard, agreed
with the rate increase and plan,
speaking of the need to “ bite the
bullet.’’
The effect of the rate increase
on Cal Poly and the current
rate’s equity with the rest of the
community were other concerns
voiced in the public forum and by
councilmembers. Public Works
Director David Romero said he
would investigate.

parable to rates charged by
nearby communities. San Luis
Obispo’s current rate is $4.50.
With the increase, it will jump to
$8.50. Paso Robles’ sewer rate is
$7.76, Templeton’s is $10,
Atascadero’s is $10.54 and
Morro Bay’s, $12.30.
Most speakers during a public
forum protested the rate in
crease. Charlie Rears, owner of
H udson’s Grill on Higuera
Street, called the increase an
“ unfair burden.’’ Rears said dur
ing downtown events such as
Farm er’s Market, restaurants
such as his “ become public
bathrooms.’’ He said an increase
in the sewer rates could seriously
hurt him economically.
Before voting on this resolu

Critical Thinking Was Never Like This!

CEO

Restaurant

BROAD

presents the professional
debut of Cal Poly instructor

David Congalton

Furnished 2 Bedroom
A partm ents

INNER, FUNNIEST PERSON IN SLO COUNTY CONTEST

A p ril 7 ,8 ,9

9 or 12 month lease

With Carole Montgomery, Pot
Henifin. and Michael Pace

Free Utilities

O ne show Thurs. 9 p.m.; Two shows Fri. & Sat., 8 & 10 p.m.
Tickets $6.00

•Heated swimming pool
•Weight room
•Tennis court
•Basketball court

•Recreation/T.V. room
•Free parking
•Laundry facilities
•Next to Lucky’s
Shopping Center

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
Discounts yiven to those who apply in groups of 3 or 4

Thurs. & Sun
Nights 1/2 price
with valid Cal
Poly I.D.

Have Dinner at Wm. Randolph's and "The Jokes's
On Them!"
Com plim entary Tickets Available for Dining Patrons

Make Reservations Now!
1850 Monterey St.
543-3333
_______ San Luis Obispo

YO U ’RE A STUDENT, YO U ’RE ON A BUDGET, YOU WANT

For In form ation Call:

544-7599
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CONTIKI‘8 NETHERLANDS
The beauty of Amsterdam’s fiowerdecked houseboats, gabled houses and
humpbacked bridges, the inspiration of
Van Gogh and Rembrandt, the delights
of the old fishing village of Volendam .
Cycling past the canals and windmills
of Holland, a clog-making demonstra
tion at the Klompen Huis, visiting Ann
Frank’s house, a souvenir group photo
in Dutch national costume—it’s all
yours, and much, much more of
Europe from as low as M 4“ per day.
■basH'on a i.KCIM« v( M l'1
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UNITED METHODIST CHURCH - LOS OSOS
PROFESSOR OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES U.C.S.B.

MONDAY APRIL 11, 7pm

CHUHAIN AUßlTOMUM

UNIU. UNION CAL POLY, SAN LUIS OBISPO
REFRESHMENTS AT 6:30P M - ALL WELCOME
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (8 0 5 ) 7 5 6 - 2 3 9 3

FOR MORE INFORMXnON CONTACT:

University Union
Cai Poiy
756-8612
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State may change
Montana de Oro’s
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sheltered nature

/

Plan calls for drive-in fee,
extra parking, campsites,
tree removal, more trails,
in an area which has seen
little building since 1964
f
*

By J a m e s W e l c h ,

>1
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Sta ff Writer
Ocean swirls around rugged Montana de Oro coastline

The park gets its name,
“ Mountain of Gold,” from the
color of its abundant spring
wildflowers and the summer’s
golden dry grass. In it are found
rugged cliffs, secluded sandy
beaches, coastal plains, yearround flowing streams in wooded
canyons and scrub-covered hills
dotted with coastal live oak and
bishop pine.
These are just some of the
scenes at Montana de Oro State
Park, Scenes that may soon be
changing. The State Department
of Parks and Recreation has
drafted a preliminary general
plan which outlines its idea of
how to run the park for the
future.
There are also preliminary
general plans for Morro Bay
State Park, Los Osos Oaks State
Reserve, Atascadero State Beach
and Morro Strand State Beach.
The Parks Commission will hold
a public meeting June 10 at 9
a.m. at The Inn at Morro Bay to
hear the plans for the state parks
and to decide whether or not to
approve them.
Some parts controversial

The general plan for Montana
de Oro documents the planning
process, summarizes the infor
mation about the park and rele
vant data used in making land
use decisions, and recommends
resource management policies
and appropriate development.
Parts of the plan for Montana
de Oro, however, have become
controversial. The state wants to
acquire Pecho Valley Road, the
only vehicle access into the park,
to establish a park entrance and
contact station.
With the construction of a
contact station, the state will be
able to collect entry fees for
daytime use of the park. There is
a proposed $3 per vehicle day-use
fee, said David Sears, parks
department district superintend
ent.
“ The concept is not new,” said
Sears. About 70 percent of
California state parks now have a
day-use fee, and there is already

an overnight and camping fee at
Montana deOro.
John W. Chestnut of San Luis
Obispo said he opposes the fee
and that it would discourage his
use of the park. He and other
opponents have collected hun
dreds of signatures on petitions
asking the state to withdraw the
fee proposal.
“ 1 probably won’t use the park
as much as 1 would like to,’’ said
Todd Kennedy, a Cal Poly stuW

To Montana
de Oro -you
can't miss it!

□
C it y of
^Los Osos

Turrl

dent and frequenter of Montana
de Oro. “ Students don't always
have extra money on hand and
sometimes $3 is the difference
between dinner or no dinner.”
But visitors who arrive with
empty wallets may sometimes be
able to visit Montana de Oro and
still eat dinner afterward.
“ If park-goers walk or bike in,
there is no charge,” said Sears.
“ And we won’t always be able to
have the station attended, so if
your timing is right, there won’t
be a (drive-in) fee either.”
An annual pass will be avail
able to frequent park users. The
cost will be $40 and the pass will
be valid at any state park.
Money collected will be put back
into the state’s general fund, not
the parks department budget.

Eucalyptus removal
Another controversial general
plan proposal is to remove many
of the eucalyptus trees in the
park.
The plan calls for “ control and
eradication of exotic species ex
cept where perpetuated for
special management purposes.”
The eucalyptus trees are not in
digenous to the Central Coast
and their removal falls under
provisions of the plan.
There is opposition to the pro
posed removal because of the
aesthetic value of the trees,
which have been a part of the
park’s landscape for many years.
But a Cal Poly botany professor
voiced another opinion.
“ Native trees are beautiful
too,” said Malcolm McLeod, a
Cal Poly biology professor, “ And
unless you get rid of the exotic
trees you never know what would
grow there.”
M cL eod e x p la in e d
th a t
eucalyptus trees, although they
are aesthetically pleasing, con
tain w hat are known as
allelopathic chemicals. These
chemicals tend to inhibit growth
of any other plant life in the
same area. This has prevented
the indigenous life to grow in
Montana de Oro.
According to McLeod, the
eucalyptus trees in the park were
originally planted for two
reasons: First, it was thought
that they would make the park
look full and attract more
visitors to what would otherwise
be a barren place; second, there
were plans to use the wood for
railroad ties, and even attempts
to use them to make ethyl
alcohol, McLeod said.
McLeod, whose emphasis is on
rare plants, said that there are a
couple of rare indigenous species
found in the park. One is the
Morro Bay manzanita, the other
is called the mountain balm. He

\

believes that if it weren’t for the
eucalyptus, these rare species
would be much more plentiful.
The general plan, however,
consists of more than just a pro
posal for an entry fee and what
to do with the eucalyptus trees.
The parks department will also
concern itself with natural
resources, land use, facilities of
the park, and environmental im
pact.
The plan calls for evaluations
of the natural and cultural
resources of the park and will set
policies for the protection, resto
ra tio n , and use o f these
resources. The department will
also be responsible for a descrip
tion of current land use and for
making decisions on future use
which will coincide with the
resource policies.
Some of the existing facilities
in the park will be subject to fur
ther development in order to
enhance public use of them. Ac
cording to the Facilities Element
of the general plan, the parks
department will be required to
turn in proposals for each of the
facilities that they plan to
develop.
There is also an Environmental
Impact Element of the general
plan. It will serve as the en
vironmental impact report of the
park, which is required by the
California Environmental Quali
ty Act. The report will assess the
environmental effects of all the
proposed work.
More changes planned

Some specific plans of the
parks department will be to
eliminate existing roadside park
ing on Pecho Valley Road at
Hazard Canyon and to develop a
new 80 to 100-car beach access
parking area and comfort station
south of Hazard Canyon and to
improve the existing trail access
to the beach. The parking, camp

ing and water system at the
Hazard Canyon Horse Camp will
be improved, and comfort sta
tions provided if the plan is
adopted.
The plan also calls for a new
50-75 unit family campground
and campfire center and a 20-site
day-use picnic area.
Plans for Spooner Cove include
improvement of existing facili
ties and beach access routes, and
and a parking area. A comfort
station with a changing room
and cold outdoor shower would
be provided, the current 15 picnic
sites increased to 25, and disabl
ed access to the beach created.
Additional riding and hiking
trails would also be provided,
and the California Coastal Trail
link would be established. If it is
feasible, bicycle access along
Pecho Valley Road would be
provided.
Montana de Oro State Park
was established in 1964. Other
than
primitive,
“ immediate
public use” campgrounds con
structed shortly afterward, no
permanent facilities have been
developed.
In recent years, however,
resource issues and management
problems have intensified and
regional recreation demand has
increased to the point that the
general plan was developed to
define and resolve issues affec
ting the park, and to establish
guidelines for resource manage
ment, land use, development,
operation, interpretation and ac
quisition for the next 20 years.
General plans are prepared to
guide future management and
development of state parks. The
general plan must satisfy certain
requirements of the Public
Resource Code, and its approval
by the California State Park and
Recreation Commission is re
quired before any development in
the park that would permanently
affect n a tu ra l or c u ltu ra l
resources can take place.
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DEAN
From page 1

selected from a field of more than
100 applicants, later narrowed to
five before the final decision was
made.
The new dean said that being a
black woman was neither an ad
vantage nor a disadvantage. “ Cal
Poly hired me on my merits and I
will be judged on my ac
complishments,” she said.
Scott said she has no specific
goals; however, she would like to
make the Cal Poly Student Af
fairs department one that meets
the needs of the students and is
one of the best in the country.
Working with the students in a
positive manner is crucial to the
development of an effective Stu

dent Affairs department, she
said.
“ 1 have an open-door policy
and I am receptive to students
and encourage students to come
by,” Scott said.
The new dean said she was at
tracted to Cal Poly because of
the reputation that California
schools have in higher education.
She added that she has visited
California on various occasions
and she liked the ambience of the
state.
She added, “ I view the position
as an opportunity to have a
greater impact on student life at
Cal Poly.”

Duplex Products is one of the
country's leading producers of
quality business form s and
related services. We are
seeking self-directed,
self-m otivated individuals with
the desire to sell and the ability
to com m unicate effectively.
Training will be provided.
There are very few job
opportunities for those who
have the desire and the ability
to set their own standards of
achievem ent. If you are one of
these high achievers please
send your resum e to the
address listed below. Along
with our guaranteed salary draw
com m ission structure we can
offer you excellent benefits
including a 401k profit sharing
plan.

water available.
T h ir d , how a b o u t th e
hydropower revenue? No ques
tion about it, less electricity will
be produced. Without the dam,
most of the river’s peak flow will
be lost to power generation. The
capacity to utilize that much
water at once is not there, nor
could the market absorb that
much electricity. Moreover, there
is nothing quite so nice as a res
ervoir full of water with a valve
below it, to produce electricity in
a hurry during the times of
highest energy use.
Energy utilities have learned,
however, how to survive without
the delight of hydroelectricity for
peaking power. They call it load
management, and they can get
customer cooperation by charg
ing more for peak power and less
for base power. They also know
how to wheel power to each
others’ districts, which, if in dif
ferent time zones, have different
peak hours.
When the Tuolumne River is
flowing at its maximum, San
Francisco could still fill the
Lloyd and Eleanor reservoirs to
capacity, divert as much water
as possible through the existing
tu n n e ls ,
p e n s to c k s
and
generators, and put the electrici
ty it doesn’t need into the com
mon power grid. The city can
raise its electric rates somewhat
and become a leader in energy
conservation (it is hardly even a
follower now) to make up for its
losses. Invite Amory Lovins to
town for advice on how to get in
step and save money doing it.

Duplex Products, Inc.
Attn; Branch M anager
"On Cam pus April 11-12"
Northern California
2233 Watt Avenue
Sacramento, California 95825
Southern California
125 East Baker St. Suite 250
Costa Mesa, California 92626

This reform admittedly will not
be free of hardship for city
customers, but national parks do
not exist to produce hydroelec
tric revenue for San Francisco.

D U P te x
PRODUCTS

From page 1

winter quarter.
“ What may have happened is
that the Republicans saw the
results, felt good about them and
didn’t really come out to vote
this last time,” said Baty.
“ On the other hand, it may
have gotten the Democrats fired
up about voting and so there was
an overwhelming response on
their part.”
Baty said in Thursday’s elec
tion there was almost a 2-to-l
r a tio
of
D e m o c ra ts
to

Lisa Radon, president of the
Young Democrats, agreed with
Peters’ views about the accuracy
of mock polls.
“ 1 could get really excited
about the results, since I’m also
on the Jackson committee, but 1
can’t,” Radon said. “ The reason
being that mock polls just aren’t
accurate. They are very unscien
tific, so to me it means little or
nothing. I do feel, though, that it
reflects what’s happening at Cal
Poly in general.
“ For a long time the College
Republicans have been very
visible and very organized, which
lends itself to the myth that this
campus is strictly Republican.”

grasses to use. They are experts
at growing it where hotels and
highways used to be. The
California Native Plant Society
could give advice about what to
sow first to control the dust.

To all of them, welcome back
home!
Urge the National Park Service
to begin working on a master
plan for the restored Hetch Het
chy Valley right away. Get it to
ask the public for suggestions.
Above all, feel blessed that you
are able to watch all this happen,
and that your children may even
have a hard time finding the
“ bathtub ring” the reservoir left
on the valley walls. Trees and
shrubs will plant themselves on
the ledges, with no fear of being
drowned next June. Exfoliation
of the granite walls will resume
where it was interrupted. Rocks
will fall and scar the edges of the
old bathtub rings, and lichen will
soften the scars.
The signs at the Yosemite en
trances will no longer say “ All
Campgrounds Full” quite so
soon. From the Park Service
visitor center there will be daily
tours, led by rangers or docents,
explaining each new achievement
in H etch H etchy V alley’s
recovery. Wildlife will reoccupy
each restored habitat. For a
while, there won’t be much
campfire smoke because wood
will not have grown long enough
to die and become firewood. So
you’ll have a good shot at the
stars each clear night. Wapama
Falls will make sound again,
because there will be people
around to hear it. Kolano Rock
will be admired again in its
splendor. The Tuolumne River
will remember the score it used
to play, and you will hear its
music again. Wary trout will lurk
in it (the unwary having made
some angler happy).
Creation will resume, and the
annual deadly flooding will cease.
Hetch Hetchy Valley will return
to its original owner.
David R. Brower is the founder
o f Earth Island Institute.

BROWER
From page 1

Duplex Products has
opportunities available for
recent college graduates to
work in our local area sales
office. We can offer you
potential for unlim ited earnings
and rapid career advancem ent.

ELECTION

Republicans. He said there was
more of a random sampling at
the first mock election. The se
cond election created more of a
“ rally” effect, not representing
the true feeling on campus, ac
cording to Baty.
Doug Roth, president of Col
lege Republicans, said he felt the
first election represented Cal Po
ly’s views, which in turn reflects
the national views.
Shara Peters, vice president of
the Young Democrats, said
Thursday’s results are encourag
ing.
But “ Mock polls are only an
indicator,” Peters said. “ The ac
curacy of them is questionable.”

IN C

No phone calls w ill be accepted
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Sure, it will cost something to
take the dam down, but not any
thing like $6 billion. San Fran
cisco has a debt to the nation.
The city’s total revenue has far
exceeded the cost of the facilities
to produce it. While San Fran
cisco had a free ride, the cost has
been substantial to the people
who have been denied the en
joyment of Hetch Hetchy Valley
for all this time.
San Francisco owes us this
one. It took Hetch Hetchy under
false pretenses. The city agreed
not to sell its electricity to a
private utility and violates that
promise. The city claimed that no
other site would do, and that was
false. It claimed that a beautiful
lake would be produced. That too
was false. Don Pedro Dam could
have been built in the first place,
and a major scenic resource could
have been retained, lakeless and
beautiful.
But what about the valley
itself? What would it cost to
restore it?
Bear in mind that Hetch Het
chy was transformed from a lake
to a valley once before. Like
Yosemite Valley, Hetch Hetchy
was a lake when the glaciers
retreated. Slowly the Merced
River filled Yosemite lake sedi
ment, but the lower 2,500 feet of
the lake could not be dried out.
Ten thousand years later there is
still a vast store of water in the
interstices of the sediment, but
that does not make Yosemite
unusable.
The greatest problem with
respect to drying out Hetch
Hetchy is that it will dry out too
quickly and become a dust bowl.
So it will probably be necessary
to expedite the growth of grass
for the first year. Ask the Park
Service people in Yosemite which

Leave the rest to nature and
enjoy the spectacle of recovery.
The jay and squirrel are experts
at planting oaks. The wind can
find the seeds that know how to
grow wings rather than use a
bird’s. The wind also carries a
whole inventory of spores, so
here come the ferns, mosses and
lichens. Pines and other conifers
know how to roll seeds downhill,
and Hetch Hetchy Valley owes
its existence to hills. Happily,
Hetch Hetchy Valley is narrow,
and the forces of renewal can
creep across it.
Watch the process. Record it
with word and sketch, as John
Muir would have done, or with
your video camera.
A Hetch Hetchy wish list
I lived in Yosemite Valley for
three years (1935-1938) and have
a rough idea of what might be
brought to Hetch Hetchy Valley
if people are too impatient to
wait for nature. Here is my list:
R eintroduce o aks, m aples,
dogwood, mistletoe (in due
course, n a tu ra lly ) azaleas,
Douglas fir, ponderosa pine, in
cense cedar, yew, a lodgepole or
two, and plant them in random
order, not in regimented rows.
Add frogs, crickets and coyotes
for night music. Daytime birds
are welcome, expecially canyon
wrens. Squirrels too, gray squir
rels preferred, because Muir like
them best. Foxes, raccoons and
bears, but a limited visa for bears
that have become addicted to
human dietary habits. Add an
eager throng of tourists and all
the wise owls you can get.
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Softbail swept in doubleheader by Fresno State
The Cal Poly women’s softball
team just couldn’t generate an
offense Tuesday and was swept
for two games by Division I
powerhouse Fresno State.
F re sn o ’s Lady B ulldogs,
ranked sixth in the nation, shut
out the Lady Mustangs 4-0 and

2-0
in
th e
n o n -le a g u e
doubleheader.
Cal Poly’s overall record now
drops to 22-16, and its California
Collegiate Athletic Association
record remains at 6-6. The team
is ranked 12th in the nation in
Division II and fourth in the

Western Region.
In the first game. Cal Poly
managed to come up with one hit
— a single by Cheryl Lutes.
Mustang pitcher Michelle Sorci
went the full seven innings, giv
ing up eight hits.
“ We tried many different

defenses, and we held them really
well,’’ said Mustang assistant
coach Jen Hinton.
In the second game. Cal Poly’s
Lisa Johnson stayed on the
mound for five innings and held
the Bulldogs to two runs off
three hits. Laura Fawcett came

in to relieve in the sixth and
didn’t give up a hit.
The Mustangs scattered three
hits in the game.
The team has the weekend off
and will face Cal State Northridge and UC Riverside the
next weekend in league matches.

The first upscole,
nulritionol Mexican
take out (or eot-in)
restaurent of its
kind in the world !
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CLASSIP^IED

**SAM PRESENTS GUEST SPEAKER TOM
MCAULIFFE FROM SOUTHWESTERN CO.
T H U R S 11A M A G E N G 123 TOPIC: 10
MOST COMMON MISTAKES MADE BY
MANAGERS. ALL MAJORS WELCOME
AIR
CONDITIONING
CLUB
Club meeting and guest Speaker
Thursday 4/7, 6pm AC Bldg rm 110
ARE YOU READY TO-

GET WET!

INFO UU PLAZA

BLAST TO THE PAST....COME &
MEET THE MEMBERS OF THE
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
AT A.M.A.’S SPRING ICEBREAKERI
*70’S POLYESTER PARTY,FRI.
APRIL 8 AT 843 MISSION (OFF OF
CHORRO).STARTS AT 7:30PM.COME
MEET A.M.A. & RELIVE THIS
HAPPENING ERA WITH USI 70’S
ATTIRE IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.
ANY ?’S CALL PAUL AT 541-4129
ALL MAJORS WELCOME.

BOVINE BINGO?

Find out how to play at Cal Poly
Crew’s table in the UU all week.
$900 prize

EIT REVIEW

April 6,7,12,13,14;7-9pm;
Rm 52-E27 (SCIENCE BLDG)
$3/Session or $12 for all five
Sponsored by Chi Epsilon

HAIRCUTS $7,00. THE HAIR DEN
779 FOOTHILL 543-1290_________________

SHPE

NOMINATIONS
COME AND HELP SELECT THE POTEN
TIAL
CANDIDATES FOR YOUR CLUB
THURS APRIL 7 6-PM MEP (BLDG 40)
W OMEN’S WEEK-Were you interested
in Women’s Week? Come give your
suggestions to the Women’s Week
Planning Committee for next year’s
schedule and participate in the
upcoming events! Thursday, 12
noon in the U.U, room 218.

YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM
PARTY PLANS! CLUB MEETING.
Come to the UU rm219, Thurs g 7pm.

"HERE’S TO YOU”
PRESENTS THE BIGGEST
BALLOON BOUQUETS IN TOWN!
13 BALLOONS $11.95 6 FOR $6.00
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759
Are you interested in leadership
positions? Do you care about your
University Union? Applications
now available for positions on
UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 2.3GPA
required. Pick up applications
from Linda Lee in UU217A.
Deadline is APRIL 12, 5:00PM.
BULIMIA SUPPORT GROUP - DAY &
TIME TO BE ARRANGED
INTERPERSONAL GROUP-DAY & TIME
TO BE ARRANGED_____________________

OFFICIALS CLINIC TONITE
Be a Volleyball Official for Rec
Sports.Attend the clinic tonight
6pm in the main gym.
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE.________________________________
THURSDAYS RE-ENTRY DISCUSSION
GROUP 11-12 PM
INTERPERSONAL GROUP 3-5 PM
JESPERSON HALL 756-2511_____________
WEDNESDAYS Biofeedback for stress
& anxiety 3-5 pm
Incest: A Support Group 2-4 pm
Jesperson Hall 756-2511

WOW 70

SUN APRIL 10 10:30AM '
AT THE TREE-BE THERE

ESCAPE FROM REALITY
Join us for a fun-filled weekend
at Pinnacles Natl. Monument 4/9&10
Learn about outdoor equipment or
being a clerk or...sign ups and
details in the Escape Route UU212
ESCAPE FROM REALITY
Join us for a fun-filled weekend
at Pinnacles Natl. Monument 4/9&10
learn about outdoor equipment, or
being a clerk or... Sign ups and
details in the Escape Route UU112
OPIUM PASSION OBSESSION
POLO COCO GIORGIO
Popular Perfumes and Colognes
For Men and Women
NOW 85% - 50% OFF:
CALL 756-4162
WE NEED LOVE INTERESTS!!!
Two goodlooking guys in search of
female companions. We’ll settle
for ‘ugly-early’. Willing Betty’s
meet’cha at the AMPM.
Jeff ‘Stallion’
Charlie ’Flacid’

CRAFTERS - MAKE $$$
The Craft Center invites you to
sell your handmade crafts at the
POLY ROYAL CRAFT SALE!!!
For info call 756-1266 or come by

SENIOR PROJECTS
Macintosh/Laser Prints Fast turn
around 528-4286 Kathy

Yamaha Towney Moped Low Milage
One owner $325 544-6325

RESUMES-PAPERS-SENIOR PROJECTS
WORD PROCESSING-STUDENT RETES
937-6992 (S.M.) -7 DAYS/WK

85 KAWASAKI NINJA 900-9800 Ml
GREAT SHAPE-NEVER DUMPED!!!!
CALL BOB 543-3281 $3000 OBO

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fisher-

FOR SALE: BRIDGESTONE 400 19"
ROAD BIKE. BRAND NEW. $300/OBO
544-7916

BLAST ’88
IT WILL BE A BLAST!!!

Where’s WALLY GEORGE
this year?
- A Student

COMING SOON!!!
Fri. April 8th

NIGHT MOVES
NIGHT MOVES
NIGHT MOVES
MAY 12
REC SPORTS

THE MIDNIGHT MOVIE AT THE FREMONT
AC/DC LET THERE BE ROCK FRI 8 SAT9

FREE HAIR CUT! NEED 8 PEOPLE
FOR JINGLES HAIR SHOW AT BAY
INN ON APRIL 12 IF INTERSTED
PLEASE CALL 773-0309 BEFORE
MONDAY 4/11/88

WITNESS NEEDED
I VVAS A FOUNDATION EMPLOYEE WHO
ASSISTED A CUSTOMER IN GETTING A
CUP OF COFFEE FROM A MALFUNCTION
ING
VENDING MACHINE ON JAN 22 I WAS
FIRED IF YOU HAVE ANY INF 4384374

ies.
Earn $600-t-/week in cannery, $800$12K-t- for 2 months on fishing vessel
Over 8000 openings.No exp. necessary
Male or Female. For 52-page employ
ment booklet, send $6.95 to M&L
Research, Box 84008, Seattle, WA
981 24 -3 0 day, unconditional,
100% money back guarantee.
_____
DELI HELP WANTED: Restaurant
experience and good transportation
required. Better than minimum wage
Call Dagwood’s in Pismo Beach.
773-1700
Earn Good Money Driving
Poly Royal Shuttle Busses
must have class 1 or 2 license
Contact Tim Kraus at the Poly
Royal Office x2487__________

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE SUPV.
Deadline:Untll filled Salary $1650
month to start. In charge of land
scape maint. for prop.s in Santa
Clara Valley. Must be a good self
starter & organizer. Spanish a +
In San Jose (408) 559-9227
PAID OVERSEAS VACATION
THAUSANDS OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STUDENTS WORLDWIDE-TOURISM
HOTELS-SUMMER CAMPS-TEACHING
CALL 408-998-8402 BETWEEN 9-4

Telephone operator part-time now
available to sharp, personable, and
responsible individual. Flexible
shifts-weekends necessary-apply
at 1308 Broad st. San Luis Obispo.

Dirty Dancing’ By Catalina
772-5809 She Strips! 772-5809
FREE HELP WITH T-SHIRT ARTWORK
ON POLY ROYAL ORDERS 995-2560

BOOKCASES4’X6’,10SPEED,ENLARGER,

GOOD USED STEREOS & REPAIRS
RECEIVERS DECK AMPS TURNTABLES
MARANZA KENWOOD PIONEER & MORE
$40 & UP TRADES TAKEN 773-4033

B&W TV,$50EACH 772-4146

Helen’s alterations,!591 Mill St.
544-0858 Zippers replaced $6
Hems $3&up -mending-

Elect typewriter, desk, chair,
lamps, bicycle rack, turntable,
amplifier, speakers. 528-6863
TCA ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
CASE
W/CORRECTION KEY LIKE NEW!!
$120 (OBO) 546-9512

JUNE GRADUATES: HAVE YOU

AGR, DSP, AEII, PHI PSI
Great Block party!
Let’s do It again!!
Love, z I a
Hey SAE’s come take our hand
n’ lets go twistin’ in the sand
Can’t wait for Friday..Luv the ROs

CHEERLEADER, YELLLEADER.and MUSTY
TRYOUTS for the 1988 Football
Season! Mandatory meeting Sat.
Apr 9 at 9am in the main gym lobby
Tryouts Sat, Apr 16. Come get
the info and GO FOR IT!________________

WATERMELON

Mondays - Stress Management
Group 3-5 pm Jesperson Hall
756-2511_______________________________

HKN ACTIVES MEETING
This thurs 4/7 11:00am Rm20-140
Free sandwiches Discuss Poly Royal

THE BROS OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
would like to wish lots of fun to
AOII, APhi, AXO, GPhiB, EK, ZTA
AT THE

CONSIDERED HOW MUCH MORE
INTERESTING YOUR PORTRAIT CAN
BE AT THE BEACH, CUESTA PARK OR
ANY OF A HUNDRED SAN LUIS
LOCATIONS. CALL DAVID GREY
541-2858 MWF 6-9PM AND SAT/SUN

20% DISCOUNT THIS WEEK ONLY!
SR PROJECTS & RESUMES 544-1305

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

LASER PRINTED TYPING

WATERMELON

Call: The Latest Word 528-8505

BLAST ’88

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-t-type fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591

SAT APRIL 9,1988
SORORITIES ONLY 12-3PM
CUESTA PARK
ALL GREEK PARTY 3-6PM
LOCATION TO BE ANNOUNCED
THURSDAY AT ACTIVITY HOUR

RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE

1980 HONDA HAWK 400cc ELECTRIC
STARXNEW TIRES,its not beautiful
BUT CHEAP!! $400 546-8335 JIM

84 HONDA
XL 600
EXCELLENT
CONDITION
STREET MILES
NEVER ABUSED
perfect for spring
$1000 call Mike
at 544-0519

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR $44
THROUGH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT? GET
THE
FACTS TODAY! CALL 1-312-742-1142
EXT.8545

** 1 F to share rm Spr Qtr **
Micro, dshwshr, pool, CIs to Poly
$190 CALL NOW! 546-8686/543-3913
1 F rmmate 2 share rm.
3 biks 2 Poly
Deluxe Unit Many Xtras
$200 543-3913 Linda
Fml needed to share Irg room in
house 3blks from campus 543-5119
Fml needed to share Irg room in
house 3blks from campus 543-5119
HUGE RM IN HOUSE LGNA LK AREA
A STEAL AT 200'OBO 541-4923
Laguna Lake,single room avail, in
house $250 per mo. phone 543-9279
Own Room in house half mile from
Poly $250/month Call 546-9074
OWN room in house on So. Chorro
with two Engr. Students Quiet
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88
270 mo. 549-9265
OWN ROOM IN 4-BDRM HSE 187.50/
MO. CALL 541-6097 OR 541-5386
WANTED 1 F RMMT to share rm in 2
bdrm apt 5 MIN WALK TO POLY micro
210/mo neg PLEASE CALL DEB 544-6221

FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
HOUSE FOR RENT. 2 BED 1 BATH
UTILITIES PAID.WALK TO POLY
541-5170 $700/M 0.1369B STAFFORD
Room for Rent 6/1 $210 Master
BDRM Laguna Lk. Call 544-6325

BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST OF
ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES AND
CONDOS IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSONFARRELL SMYTH,Inc 543-8370 (Lv Msg)
CLOSE TO POLY 3 BR 1 BA $132,000
3 BR 2 BA $189,000-CONDOS $77,000
-K UP-IDEAL FOR STUDENTS. CALL JIM
541-5101 OR ANITA 544-1519 FOR A
LIST OF HOMES-CENTURY 21 TEAM. SLO
FREE Condos & Homes for sale infor
mation packet available on campus
Call Marguerite Century 21 541-3432
MOBIL HOME-15min to Poly. 3bdm, kids
ok.Stop renting-only $12900 438-3624

THIS W O N’T LAST2b¡

2BA condo
BBQ RCRM POOL JCZ FP Ref
$109,900 by owne 408 438-4494

8

Mountain Air Sports
Ski Clearance Sale!

Ml M M *

nuciOT ow N iei
c iu e o * AMiaiCA

Q

5 4 4 -9 3 4 0
GASOLINE . OrtSEl

8 A .M . • 5 e .M .
M O N . • F R I.

SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE
SERVICE A REPAIR ON
VOLKgWAQEM - P0R9CME - AUDi - RUfiri
FEUQEOT - CtTROEM
2 8 9 9 M cM iltor^ R ood, Son lu it O b iip o

CrOLDtS C Y M
The Mecca of Bodybuilding

ALMOST ENTIRE SKI DEPARTMENT
40-507o OFF
Spring and Summer goods have arrived!
Beachwear. Windsurfing equipment.
Tents. Backpacks. Many other accesories.

WINDSURFING

Rentals a n d Lessons
have started!
Call for details.

541-GOLD
3 MO. SPECIAL $69.00
6 MO. SPECIAL AVAIL.
• 12,000 lbs. free w eights •Co-ed aerobics
• heavy bags/speedbags *Karate/Boxing

* Check out our
NEW BOXING
RING

Thursday , April 7, 1988

Tennis competing
at Pomona today
Trying to extend its 16-match
winning streak, the Cal Poly
women’s tennis team will com
pete at the Cal Poly Pomona
Bronco Invitational today and
Friday.
The Mustangs clinched the
league championship last week
with a pair of wins over Cal State
B akersfield and Cal Poly
Pomona, guaranteeing them a
berth at the nationals at Sonoma
State in May.

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING M/F
Sum m er & C areer Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc.

CALL NOW:

206-736-0775 Ext.

177J

3183 Duncan Lane
San Luis Obispo

MOUNTAIN AIR
731 State St.
Santa Barbara
%2-0049

SPORTS

___
Ó67 Marsh St.
(Corner of Marsh and Broad)
543-1676

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
POLY TO POLY KEGROLL
FROM CAL POLY TO CAL POLY POMONA

Career Decisions:
Want
a job?
No
Yes

Go to the
beach

Need a
resume?

986 Monterey St., San Luis Obispo

Good Luck!
Yes

Is quality
important?

TO BENEFIT RETIRED SENIOR
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
EXODUS 1988 APRIL 7 , 8 , & 9

541-1129

MOVEMENT OF JAH PEOPLE
Type your resume
and get copies made

Yes

Welcome Back!
Is price
important?
Get a PDQ Resume from
Tintype Graphic Arts - the
price is $39.95*

Yes

In a hurry?

Yes
Get a PDQ Resume from
Tintype Graphic Arts normal turn-around is
three days - we can do it
faster if you need it**.

Get a PDQ Resume from
Tintype Graphic Arts - it’s
the best deal in the final
analysis.

Come join us for our
Everyday Savings

' 4

,

Now
10 % off All Books and Magazines
in stock

35% off All New York Times
Best Sellers

An a n n o u n c e m e n t in your best interest fro m

Producers o f th e PDQ Resume

2226 Beebee Street • San Luis Obispo • 544-9789
’ Includes typeset copy, 25 Xerox copies and matching envelopes and stationery sheets.
"Rush charges apply to turn-around less than three days.

ElGDfial

Bcx>kstoie

733 Higuera Street

